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This paper studies context-free sets of finite and infinite words. In particular, it gives 
a natural way of associating to a language a set of infinite words. It then becomes possible 
to begin a study of families of sets of infinite words rather similar to the classical studies 
of families of languages. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The motivation of this work has to be found in the fact that algebraic grammars are 
special kinds and good examples of nondeterministic programs (cf. [I]). We can extend 
the computation domain, which is traditionally the free monoi’d X* over a finite alphabet 
by adding the set of infinite words Xw, limits of increasing sequences of elements of X* 
ordered by the relation “is a left factor of.” The set of finite and infinite words Xm = 
X* u X0 is an algebraic computation domain in the sense of Scott [I 11. The definition 
of the 0-ary multivalued function computed by an algebraic grammar G, considered 
as a nondeterministic program leads to the definition of the co-language L”(G, 4) 
generated by G from nonterminal [ : Lm(G, t) is the union of L(G, [) the ordinary 
language generated by G from [, containing only finite words, and Lw(G, f) the set of 
infinite words generated by G from [ whose definition was given by Nivat [S]. As one 
could expect there is a link between L(G, [) and Lw(G, E), an infinite word generated 
by G being in some sense a “limit” of finite words generated by G: to be precise if G 
is a Greibach reduced grammar, Lw(G, t) is the adherence ofL(G, 5) where the adherence 
of a language L is defined by 
Adh(L) = {uEX~ / Vv <u WEX* : VWEL). 
In other words the adherence is exactly the set of infinite words all the finite left factors 
of which are left factors of words in L. 
This theorem is established in Nivat [9]. 
It so happens that Adh(L) can be given an other definition if one considers on X” 
the natural ultrametric topology associated with the distance 
d(f, g) = 2--S(f*g), 
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where s(f, g) is the length of the longest common left factor off and g. (which may be 
infinite in which case f and g are the same infinite word and the distance d(f, g) = 
2- = 0). Th e a It ernative definition of Adh(L) is then 
Adh(L) is the set of cluster points of L in this d-topology. 
The equivalence of the two definitions is proved below. A number of properties can be 
derived from both definitions: we retrieve, in the special case of algebraic grammars, 
general results on nondeterministic programs computing in complete metric spaces 
established by Arnold and Nivat [l]. But the notion of adherence has its own interest 
in the field of language theory: at the end of this paper we focus our attention on such 
aspects of adherences and raise the general question of defining families of adherences 
corresponding to the classical families of languages (rational cones and AFL’s). The main 
result is that the adherence of any algebraic language can be obtained as the image in 
a continuous sequential mapping of the adherence of the Dyck set. The reader should 
be warned that our definition of Lw(G, t), the set of infinite words generated by our 
algebraic grammar G from a nonterminal 6 is different from the definition used by 
Cohen and Gold [3] and Linna [7]: this difference is sufficient to explain apparently 
contradictory results. In the first part of this paper we present a summary of [8, 93 since 
the definitions and results therein contained are constantly used in the sequel. 
II. INFINITE WORDS AND SETS OF INFINITE WORDS GENERATED BY ALGEBRAIC GRAMMARS 
Let X be a finite alphabet. We denote by X* the free monoid generated by X, i.e., 
the set of finite words written with X as an alphabet, including the empty word denoted E. 
If f E X* is a word, we denote by 1 f 1 its length, i.e., the number of occurrences of letters 
in f (I E 1 = 0) and, assuming that Q is a letter which does not belong to X we define 
f(n) = the nth letter off if ndlfl, 
f(n) = Q if n>lfl. 
The relation < on X* is defined by 
f <g -Vn’nEP: n < If I *f(n) =g(n). 
In this writing P denotes N\(O), the set of strictly positive integers. If f < g we say that f 
is a left factor of g. We say that f is a proper left factor of g if and only if 
f <gandf fg. Wethenwritef <g. 
An infinite word u on X is a mapping u: P -+ X. The nth letter of u is u(n). We shall 
denote urn] the finite word u[n] = u(l) u(2) ... u(n). 
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The set of Smite words on X is denoted X0 and the set of all finite and infinite 
words on X is denoted X” = X* u X0. The relation < is extended to X” in the 
following obvious way: 
with the convention that u E Xw * 1 u 1 = co and 
we get that 
and 
VnEP:n < co 
vu, VEX~ u\<v*u=v 
Vf E x*, u E x0 f Gu*f =4lfII* 
We denote by PG(or) th e set of finite left factors of OL E X”, i.e., 
J=(f) = {g I g Gfl for all f e X*, 
FG(u) = {u[n] 1 n E P} for all 24 E Xw. 
We call co-language any subset L of Xm, language any subset L of X*, w-language 
any subset L of Xw. And we denote in all three cases by PG(L) the set 
FG(L) = {FG(or) I OL EL}. 
The manipulation of infinite words is made possible by three lemmas which will be in 
constant (implicit) use in the sequel: 
LEMMA 1. If 111 < u2 < a** < u, < a** is an increasing sequence of Jinite words in X* 
ordered by < and I u, 112+m -+ 00 then there exists a unique u E X” such that Vn E P 
u, eFG(u). 
This unique u is called the least upper bound (lub) of the sequace {u,,} and denoted by 
u = Sup{z&}. 
LEMMA 2. For all u E XW, L C X* 
card(FG(u) n FG(L)) = co * FG(u) CFG(L). 
LEMMA 3. (This is the celebrated Koenig’s lemma). Let, for all n E P, E, be a finite 
nonempty subset of a set E and R C E x E be a relation on E such that 
--card(U,,p E,J = ~0, 
-Vn E P, y E E,,+l 3x~E,:(x,y)~R. 
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Then there exists an injinite sequence x1 , x2 ,.,., x, ,... of elements of E such that 
‘dnE P X,E E,, and (xn , x,+J E R. 
We consider now the mono’id structure of X* which we shall extend into a monoid 
structure on Xm. 
The product fg of two words in X* is defined by 
V?zEP n < IfI fg(4 = f (4, 
VnEP Ifl<~~lfl+lgl fg(N=dn-lfh 
VneP Ifl+lgl <n fg(4 = J-2. 
It is quite natural to define the product in X0 by the same rules which give us Vf e X*, 
u E Xw : fu is the infinite word given by 
VnGP n G Ifl fu(n> =f(n), 
VnEP n > If I fu(n) = 4n - If I), 
VolEXm, UEXW UC4 = u. 
This definition leads to the 
LEMMA 4. Va, j? E Xm 
We retrieve the standard definition of “is a left factor of” extended to X”. We define 
now the product of two co-languages L and L’ as LL’ = ($3 I c1 EL /3 EL’} and we denote, 
for all L C Xm 
Lfin = L n X*, 
Line = L n Xw. 
We can state 
LEMMA 5. VL, , L, C Xm 
(L, u L$” = L:‘n u Lfii”, 
(L, u L,)‘“’ = L:“i u Li2”‘, 
(L&p = Lyyp, 
(L1L2)lnf = L:“’ v L:‘nL’z”‘, 
(#in = (L:‘“)*, 
(LT)‘“’ = (Lp)* L:“‘. 
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A new operation will be used: to any L C X* we shall make correspond the o-language 
Lw given by 
Lw = {u E Xw 1 Vn E P 3pn E P : z@,J E Ln and p,,+,, -+ 001, 
We also write 
Lw = {UEXW Ifi ,fi ,..., fn )... EL\(E), u =f& *..fn a.*}. 
We can say that Lo is the set of infinite products of nonempty words in L. It is coherent 
with our previous notation to define then 
Lm =L*vLa. 
We call Lm the infinite power of L. 
Remark. The notion of least upper bound in X” ordered by < can be extended to 
directed subsets. 
Call L C Xm directed iff for all 01, /? EL there exists y EL such that 01 < y and ,9 < y. 
Then every directed subset L of Xm has a least upper bound Sup(L) such that for all 
01 EL 01 < Sup(L) and for all y E X” the condition Va EL 01 < y implies Sup(L) < y. 
To prove that let us remark that a directed subset L contains at most one infinite word 
for if 01, /3, y E Xw 
a\<r and /3 < y implies 01 = y = p 
Thus if L n X” # .D L r\ Xw = {u} and u is the least upper bound. Otherwise L n 
Xw = ,@ : the fact L C X* implies that L is countable. Then order the elements of L 
l1 , l2 ) . . . ) I* , . . . 
and build the following increasing sequence of elements of L 
for all n, take fn+l EL such that fm < fn+l and l,+r < f,,+l . We know that this is possible 
since L is directed. 
If L is finite the process will stop leading to an element fn+l which is a greatest element 
of L and a fortiori the least upper bound. If L is infinite then {fn} is an infinite sequence 
such that 1 fn 1 + cc : there exists then u = Sup{f,J E X0 which is the least upper 
bound we look for. Indeed for all n E P one has 1, < f,, < u and thus u is an upper bound 
of L. Suppose y is an other upper bound : clearly y cannot be a finite word. 
The condition Vn E P fn < y implies y = u. a 
A partially ordered set in which every directed subset has a least upper bound is called 
a complete partial order, abbreviated cpo. The structure of cpo plays a major role in the 
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semantics of programming languages (Scott [ll], Vuillemin [12], and Courcelle and 
Nivat [4]). 
We now give definitions concerning the infinite words generated by an algebraic 
grammar and recall results from [S, 93. 
Let G be the grammar on the terminal alphabet X and nonterminal alphabet 8. 
si = pi, i = I,..., iv, 
where Pi is, for all i E [N], a finite subset of (X u E)* 
An infinite derivation in G is a sequence 
t, , t, ,..., t, ,... 
of words in (X u S)* satisfying, 
where the relation t +G t’ is defined as usual. 
We say that the infinite derivation {tn} is successful if and only if the length of the 
longest terminal left factor of t, (denote it by a(Q) tends to infinity with II. 
If {t,J is a successful infinite derivation, there exists according to Lemma 1, a unique 
infinite word u such that, Qn E P, a(t,) E FG(u) and we say that u is produced by the 
derivation (tn> and write 
t, + 24. 
We shall keep the standard notation L(G, Ei) to denote the set of finite words which can 
be derived from ti in G in finitely many steps 
We shall denote 
and 
L(G, 5i) = {g E X* I & + g>- 
Lw(G, &) = {u E X0 I Ei -;+ u>, 
L=‘(G, Ed = L(G, &) u Lw(G, 5i). 
We call any subset of X* which is equal to Lw(G, Er) for some algebraic grammar G 
and nonterminal & a co-algebraic language. 
In the same way we shall talk about w-algebraic language. 
In order to state the principal results we need to extend to infinite words the notion of 
substitution. 
Let Q = (Qr ,..., QN) be a vector of subsets of (X U B)m and f = g,,&gr&, a.* 
gk-,&& E (X u Q”)* 
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Then the result of the substitution of Q( to fi for all i E [Ar-J is the set 
If u is an infinite word in (X u 3)~ which we can write 
the set u[Q/B is the following subset of (X U Z]m 
4QIB = Wu,h, *a. g,-hgz .+. 1 h, E QiT for all j E P and card{ j 1 /rJ = l } < co} 
u w% *** gr-ihrgrer 1 hi E Qtr for all j E [I], w E QfffJ. 
Note that we require that u[Q/t] contain only infinite words. 
In a trivial manner we then pose for all L C (X u 8)* 
L[Q/Sl = U @[Q/S1 I 0~ ELI. 
To the grammar G : & = Pi, i E [N], is now associated the mapping 
e(Q) = O’,[QISlv, Piv[QISl) = P[Q/Sl. 
If Uu-) 1 k m N is ordered by inclusion componentwise it forms a complete lattice. 
We have results concerning fixed points of e which we now state after recalling the 
classical result of Schiitzenberger. 
THEOREM 1 (Schiitzenberger [lo]). The mapping (I? associated with the algebraic 
g~ummur G has a smallest fixed point in ((X U E)*)N giwen by 
Y(e) = iJ en( 0) = (L(G, &),...,L(G, 5,)). 
WP 
The vector B is the N-vector all of whose components are equal to ,B . 
THEOREM 2 (Nivat [8]). The mapping e associated with the algebraic grammar G 
has a smallest $xed point in ((X u S)m)N which is the same Y(G) as in Schiitmnberger’s 
theorenl. 
If the grammar G is weakly Greibach, i.e., satisfies, Vie [N], Pi C (XV E)* X 
X x (X U s)* then G has also a greatest fixed point given by 
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In this writing the vector X” denotes the N-vector all of whose components are equal to 
Xm. 
Note that if G is weakly Greibach e has a unique fixed point in ((X u 8)*)N which 
is Y(e). 
Another extremely useful theorem concerning substitution is the following 
THEOREM 3 (Nivat [9]). Let G : & = Pi , i E [N], be an algebraic grammar and e 
be the following grammar constrzlcted from G : the set of nonterminal symbols of G is the set 
9 = (4 1 ,..., &,} of barred letters corresponding with the nonterminals in 8. 
For every fi we write the equation 
& = {s& 1 s E (X u q*, t E (X u -“)* s&t E Pi} 
Then for all i E [N] we have 
L”(G, &) = LW(G, &)[L(G, 8/8+ 
In this writing L(G, 9) is the N-vector (L(G, tr),..., L(G, fN)) 
As a corollary we get, considering that (7 is a right-linear grammar generating only 
infinite words, 
COROLLARY 1 (Nivat [9], Cohen and Gold [3]). For any algebraic grammar G, and 
nonterminal & the w-language Lw(G, &) can be written as 
L”‘(G Ed = U WT’, 
l-1 
where all the L, , L; are ordinary algebraic languages in X*. 
Indeed a right-linear grammar like e generating only infinite words can be solved 
in a way analogous to the way one can solve ordinary right-linear grammars. Each 
component of the solution is then an element of what Cohen and Gold [3] call the 
o-Kleene closure of Rat, i.e., a finite union of products 
where A, , R; are rational languages. 
It suffices to substitute L(G, p)/g to obtain the corollary. With our deiinition the reverse 
property is not true: Cohen and Gold obtain it thanks to a more elaborate definition of 
w-languages generated by algebraic grammars. 
The standard example of the properties in this paragraph is the following. Let G : 5 = 
a&J + b be the grammar generating the Lukasiewicz language 
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Clearly FG(L) = (f’ E {a, b)* 1 If’ la 3 If’ lb) for if If’ Ja - If’ lb = IZ 3 0 then 
f’b”eL. 
Since G is Greibach and reduced 
Applying Theorem 3 we construct the grammar 
with the obvious solution L”(c, 5) = (u + a@’ whence 
Lu(G, 6) = (a + a&‘[L/fl = (a + uL)~. 
III. ADHERENCES OF LANGUAGES 
The definition was given in [9]: 
DEFINITION 1. Let L be a language, L C X* : the adherence Adh(L) of L is the set 
Adh(L) = {u E X0 1 Vn E P 3~ E X* : u[n]o E L}. Note that Adh(L) is the closure of 
FG(L) in the sense of Eilenberg [6]. 
We can immediately make a few useful remarks. 
The adherence is also defined by 
Adh(L) = (U E Xw 1 FG(u) CFG(L)}. 
Clearly if L is finite Adh(L) is empty. Also Adh(L) = Adh(FG(L)) and L, CL, z= 
Adh(L,) C Adh(L,). 
DEFINITION 2. We say that the set A c Xw is an adherence iff there exists L C X* 
such that 
A = Adh(L). 
A is a rational (resp. algebraic) .adherence iff there exists a rational (resp. algebraic) 
language L such that L = Adh(L). 
EXAMPLES. (1) A = {a”} is a rational adherence since 
A = Adh(a*). 
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is an algebraic adherence since B is the adherence of the Lukaziewicz language 
One can remark that B is also the adherence of the Dyck language on one letter 
0; = {w E {a, b}* I j w Ia = / w It, and VW < w I w Ia 2 I w la). 
(3) C = a*bw is not an adherence. 
For if we had C = Adh(L) we would have FG(C) C FG(L) whence a* C FG(L) which 
implies uw E Adh(L). 
We establish now the first properties: 
PROPERTY 1. If A = Adh(L) we hawe 
FG(A) = (W E X* 1 card(wX* n L) = a} 
and A = Adh(FG(A)). 
Proof. If w EFG(A), there exists u E A, n E P such that w = u[n]. The fact that 
u E Adh(L) implies Vp E P there exists wul, E X* such that u[ p] w, EL. Thus tin + 1) *a. 
u(p) wu, E wX* n L for all p > n and card(wX* n L) is infinite word u E Adh(L) such 
that w < u. 
Reversely suppose card(wX* n L) = 00. We apply Koenig’s lemma to build an 
infinite word I( E Adh(L) such that w < U. 
Take E, = wX~ n FG(L) which is clearly finite and nonempty for all x. The union 
E = wX* n FG(L) is infinite by hypothesis. For all n E N, w E E,,, there exists w’ E E,, 
such that w E w’X. Whence there exists an infinite sequence w, E E, such that w,,+r E w,X. 
The sequence w, is thus increasing for < and ] w, ]n+m -+ co. The least upper bound 
of this sequence belongs to Adh(L). 
The identity A = Adh(FG(A)) comes easily from FG(A) CFG(L) which implies 
Adh(FG(A)) C Adh(FG(L)) = Adh(L) = A 
and, for all I( E A, FG(u) CFG(A) which implies A c Adh(FG(A)). 1 
Property 1 leads to the definition 
DEFINITION 3. If L is a language L C X* we call Lc, the center of L defined by 
Lc = FG(Adh(L)) = {w E X* 1 wX* n L is infinite}. 
We state as a lemma a number of properties of the center which are immediately 
deducible from the definition and Property 1. 
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LEMMA 6. For all L C X* one has 
L” C FG(L), 
Lc = FG(L”), 
E ELC, 
(LC)C = L”, 
For all LI , L, C X* 
Le is empty if and only if L is finite, 
Adh(L) = Adh(Lc). 
Adh(L,) = Adh(L,) 9 LIc = Lzc, 
L, c L, => L,= c L,C. 
DEFINITION 4. A language L C X* is said to be central iff it is equal to its center, 
i.e., L = LG. 
We shall establish some closure properties of the family of central languages. We first 
need 
PROPERTY 2. Let L, and L, be two languages. One has 
Adh(L, u L,) = Adh(L,) u Adh(L,), 
Adh(L,L,) = Adh(L,) u L, Adh(L,), 
Adh(L;) = L; Adh(L,) u L,“. 
Proof. (1) Adh(L,) u Adh(L,) C Adh(L, U L,) is obvious since FG(L,) and FG(L,) 
are contained in FG(L, U L,). 
Suppose now u E Adh(L, u L,). One has FG(u) CFG(L, u L,) = FG(L,) u FG(L,). 
Since FG(u) is infinite its intersection with FG(LJ or FG(L,) is infinite. Whence FG(u) C 
FG(L,) or FG(u) ZFG(L,) and u E Adh(L,) U Adh(L,). 
(2) FG(&L,) = FG(L,) u L, FG(L,). 
If FG(u) C FG(L,) u LI FG(L,) for the same reason as above FG(u) CFG(L,) or 
FG(u) CL, FG(L,). 
Suppose FG(u) Q FG(L,): th ere exists a maximal n such that u[n] E FG(L,). Now 
FG(u) CL, FG(L,) implies that for all p > n, u[ p] can be factorized in 
4Pl = VW, v EL, , w E FG(L,), /VI <n. 
This means that for an infinite number of p’s u[ p] can be factorized in VW, for the 
same vEL, . 
Thus u = vu’, where u’ E Xw is such that 
u’[p] = w, EFG(L,) for all p. 
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We can conclude that either u E Adh(L,) or u ELM Adh(L,). 
The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
(3) FG(L;) = L;FG(L,). 
Let u E Adh(LT). Either for arbitrary large n there exists p, such that u[ pn] EL,” and 
p, tends to infinity with n, or there exists a maximal p such that U[ p] E LT. In the first 
case we have by definition u E L,w. 
In the second case FG(u) C Lf FG(L,) implies that, for all n > p, ~[n] can be factorized 
in u[n] = VW, where v E Lt w E FG(L,) and 1 a 1 < p. 
By the same reasoning as above we conclude in that case that u E Lf Adh(L,). 
The reverse inclusion is obvious. 1 
As a corollary to Property 2 we can establish the 
LEMMA 7. Let L, and L, be two languages 
(L, u L,)C = L,C u L2c, 
(LIL,)c = FG(L,) u L,Lsc if L, is infinite 
= -he if L, is finite, 
(L;y = 0 if L, = 0 or L, = {c> 
= LTFG(L,) in the other cases. 
Proof. 
(L, u L,)c = FG(Adh(L, u L,)) 
= FG(Adh(L,) u Adh(L,)) 
= LIC u L,C 
(4~3~ = FG(AWL&J) 
= FG(Adh(L,) u L, Adh(L,)) 
Thus, if Adh(L,) = 0, (LIL,)c = Llc, if Adh(L,) # m, 
(LIL$ = Llc u FG(L,) Lzc = FG(L,) L2c; 
since Llc C FG(L,) and E E L2c, 
(L;)” = FG(Adh(L;)) = FG(L; Adh(L,) u L; ). 
If L, = m or L, = (e} both Adh(L,) and LIW are empty. 
Otherwise (L*)c = L*FG(L,). 1 
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We can now state 
PROPERTY 3. The family of infinite central languages is closed under union product 
and star. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4. 1 
To end this paragraph we state a number of results concerning rational and algebraic 
adherences. The first theorem below is one of the principal motivations for the present 
study of adherences. 
THEOREM 4. If G is a Greibach grammar, i.e., satisjes, 
then, 
Vi E [IV], Pi C X(X U 8)* 
Vi E [N], Lw(G, ti) 1 Adh(L(G, &)). 
If G is moreover reduced, i.e., satisfies, Vi E [N], L(G, &) # o then one has equality. 
For any co-algebraic language L C X”, there exists a Greibach grammar G such that 
L = L”(G ti) f or some nonterminal & $7 and ont’y sf 
Line r) Adh(FG(L)) 
(such a language L will be said to be closed later on). 
This theorem is a slight modification of Theorems 5 and 6 of Nivat [9] and needs no 
new proof. 
PROPERTY 4. The center Lc of a rational (resp. algebraic) language L is rational (resp. 
algebraic). 
Proof. This results stems from Theorems 4 and 3. Take a Greibach grammar G 
generatingL = L(G, &) (G will be taken right-linear in case L is rational). From Theorem 
4 one has Adh(L) = LW(G, &). Then from Theorem 3 one has L”(G, &) = LU(G, &) x 
JJ(G, S)/Sl. But Lc = FG(Adh(L)) = FG@‘(G Ei)cL(G, X)/S]. 
Very standard constructions from language theory then prove the result. i 
PROPERTY 5. The subset L of Xw is a rational (resp. algebraic) adherence isf L is an 
adherence and FG(L) is a rational (resp. algebraic) language in X*. 
Proof. L is an adherence iff L = Adh(FG(L)). 0 ne implication is thus obvious. 
Reversely suppose L = Adh(L’), L’ C X*, L’ rational (resp. algebraic). Then L = 
Adh(L’O) and since FG(L) and Llc are both central we have L’O = FG(L). The result 
follows from Property 4. 1 
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IV. TOPOLOGY X0 
DEFINITION 5. The co-language L C Xm is said to be closed if and only if Lin* 3 
Adh(FG(L)). 
PROPERTY 6. The family of closed co-languages is closed under union, product and 
in..nite power. 
Proof. We have the following sequences of inclusions 
(L&L,)‘ni =L:n’YLf 
3 Adh(FG(L,)) u Adh(FG(L,)) 
= Adh(FG(L,) u FG(L,)) by Property 2 
= Adh(FG(L, u L,)) 
(LIL,)‘nf = L:n’ v L:‘nLF 
3 Adh(FG(L,)) u L:‘n Adh(FG(LJ) 
But FG(L,L,) = FG(L,) u LiinFG(L,) and 
Adh FG(L,L,) = Adh(FG(L,)) u Ly Adh(FG(L,)). 
To prove the third part of Property 6 we first make precise the definition of La for 
L C X”. From L” = L* u Lo we get 
(pp = pin)*, 
(Lm)int = (Lfin)* Linf ” (Lfin)w. 
Thus assuming Lin* 3 Adh FG(L) we get 
(Lm)inr 3 (L*in)* Adh FG(L) u (Lfin)w. 
But FG(L”) = (L”n) PC(L)* whence 
Adh(FG(Lm)) = Adh(LMn)* u (L”n)* Adh(FG(L)) 
= (Lfin)* Adh(Lrin) u (Leinp u (Lfin)* Adh(FG(L)) 
and since Adh(L*in) = Adh(FG(L**n)) C Adh(FG(L)) 
we have (Lm)i*f 3 Adh(FG(L”)). 1 
We now justify the terminology by considering on Xm the topology whose closed sets 
are precisely the co-languages satisfying Lint 3 Adh(FG(L)). 
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Consider the mapping cl of 2X” into itself given by 
cl(L) = L u AdhF’G(L) 
Clearly cl(L) is the least closed co-language containing L: 
--cl(L) is closed since cl(L) inf = Li”f u Adh(FG(L)) and Adh(FG(cl(L)) = Adh FG(L) 
-Suppose L CL’ and L’ is closed: 
(L’)i*f 3 Adh FG(L’) 3 Adh FG(L) implies cl(L) CL’. 
The mappings cl satisfies the 4 following axioms 
--cl(@) = 0, 
-cl(cl(L)) = cl(L), 
-L c cl(L), 
-cI(L, u L,) = cl(L,) u cl(L,). 
This is the standard set of axioms which allows to define a topology from a closure 
mapping by taking as open sets the complements of the closed sets, a closed set being by 
definition a set which satisfies L = cl(L) (cf. Dugundji [5]). 
The principal result in this section is that this topology is also definable by means of an 
ultrametric distance on Xm and that, with respect to this metric, XoD is a complete metric 
space. 
DEFINITION 6. For (Y, /? in X* the distance d(al, p) is defined by 
qcy, p) = 2-rnln(n~P~~(n)+~~n)l if 3n E P : a(n) # /I(n) 
4% B) = 0 iff Vn E P : a(n) = p(n). 
PROPERTY 7. The distance d is an ultrametric distance, i.e., satisjes for all 01, /3, y E Xm 
d(or, /3) = 0 0 LY = /3, 
d(a, 8) = 4% 4, 
d(a, #I) < max{d(~, Y>, 4% Y)& 
We define as usual the associated topology on X* by taking as a basis of neighborhoods 
of 01 E X” the family of open balls 
B(a, n) = (p E X” 1 d(cy, /I) < 2-+}. 
Since d(q 8) < 2-” iff a[n] = /3[ n an alternative definition of B(ol, n) is ] 
B(a, n) = {pEXm 1 01 and /3 have the same left factor of length tz>. 
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A cluster point of a subset L of X” is then a word 01 E X0 such that every neighborhood 
of 01 contains an element of L distinct from 01. In other words 01 is a cluster point of L iff 
VnEP 3p # 01 : +zl = /+I 
and the set of cluster points of L, also called the derived set of L, denoted L’, is precisely 
L’ = Adh(FG(L))\Lbf. 
A set L C Xw is thus closed iff it contains its derived set and this is equivalent to the 
condition 
Li=f 3 Adh FG(L). 
We retrieve the above definition of closed sets: the topology defined by the closure 
mapping cl and the topology associated to the distance d are the same. We state 
THEOREM 5. For every L C X* the adherence Adh(L) is the set of cluster points of L 
in the metric topology dejned on X”. 
Terminological remark. In the standard terminology the adherence ofL is L v Adh(L) : 
we prefer to keep the word adherence to designate Adh(L) for we shall have to distinguish 
constantly between finite and infinite words and the word adherence is very convenient 
to talk about the w-part of the topological closure of L which is L = L U Adh(L). 
Having a metric topology on Xw we can now use freely all the definitions and results 
concerning sequences, convergence, continuity, and so on. 
A sequence 01~ , 01s ,..., (Y,, ... is a d-Cauchy (or simply Cauchy) sequence iff 
VnEP ~NEP VP, q E P\Pl : 4nl = N&C 
The squence (an} converges to a limit fi iff 
BzEP ~NEP Vp E P\[N] : c&z] = ,5[n]. 
Clearly in X0 a sequence (oln} converges iff it is a d-Cauchy sequence. 
Thus X” is a complete metric space. 
Let us write 01, -+ /3 iff the sequence {an} converges to /3. We have the following 
properties: every increasing sequence {c+J converges. 
Suppose a1 < a2 < ... < 01, < ... . Then either [ 01, ( - co and 01, -+ Sup 01, or 
the sequence ] a,, ( is bounded : in this case the sequence 01, is stationary, i.e., there 
exists an integer N such that, Vn E P\[N], a,, = c+, . Then 01, + 01~. Now suppose 
{an> is d-Cauchy, i.e., 
VnEP 3N, such that Vp, q E P\[N,], %bl = %CG 
If one takes the smallest possible N, for all n then the sequence c+t[N,] is an increasing 
sequence : if N, -+ co then or&N,] -+ Sup aNt[N,] and (a3 is convergent with the 
same limit. If N, is bounded then {an} is stationary and thus also convergent. 1 
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Other useful topological notions are continuity of functions and compactness. According 
to the standard definition the mapping f of Xm into Yw is said to be continuous iff the 
reverse image f-l(L) of any closed set L C Ym is closed in X”. Since every point in X* 
and Y” have a countable basis of neighborhoods the mapping f is continuous iff for every 
sequence {tin}, OL, ---f p implies f(tiJ -f(p). 
Using an argument similar to the one above one can show the useful 
PROPERTY 8. The increasing mapping) X* + Y” is continuous i$for every increasing 
sequence {a,} one has f(ol,) -f(Sup a,). 
Remark. This property asserts that the two notions of continuity which exist in X* 
co’incide for increasing mappings: one notion is the notion of continuity according to the 
d-topology. The other notion is the notion of continuity as defined by Scott [Ill in a 
complete partially ordered set as is Xm (ordered by <). 
A last remark is that Xm is compact. This come from the fact that the metric d is 
totally bounded, i.e., satisfies: for every E > 0 and covering of X” by open balls of 
diameter E there exists a finite subcovering (Dugundji [5]). 
We shall use the following consequence: every continuous mapping of X* into Ym 
is closed that is maps any closed subset of Xm into a closed subset of Yo3. 
V. SEQUENTIAL MAPPINGS OF CO-LANGUAGES 
Up to now we have given definitions of algebraic w-languages, algebraic co-languages, 
and closed algebraic a&mguages. We shall denote these families by w&g, co-Alg, and 
&Alg, respectively. Our aim in this last section is to look at the structure of these 
families in a very similar way to that done in the finite case, using rational transductions: 
we assume the reader is familiar with the theory of rational cones, semi-AFLs and AFLs 
and the standard classification of subcones of Alg. 
Obviously we need first to extend to infinite words the notion of rational transduction, 
that is, to define r(u) when given a rational transduction r and an infinite word u. This 
can only be done by continuity, looking at the sequence {T(u[~])). 
In the genercal case we do not have much information on this sequence which is a 
sequence of sets. 
That is why we choose here to deal with the subcase of sequential mappings (or gsm 
mappings) for which we known that the sequence T(u[u]) is an increasing one. This will 
be sufficient to exhibit a “generator” of w-Alg, namely, the adherence of the Dyck set 
and raise a few questions. 
We recall the definition of a gsm (generalized sequential machine): a gsm is a finite 
automata with a partial output function. 
a~- = (X Y, Q, qo , A, 8) 
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X is the input alphabet 
Y is the output alphabet 
Q is a finite set of states 
q0 E Q is the initial state 
X maps Q x X into Q (A is the transition function) 
6 maps Q x X into Y* u {O} (S is the output function) 
Such a machine defines a mapping ‘ya in the following way: 
-First extend X into a mapping of Q x X* into Q by the rules 
Vq E Q, Xq, 4 = 4, 
VqEQ, fEX*, xEX, a xf > = wq, 4, f 1; 
-then extend 8 into a mapping of Q x X* into Y* u (0): 
Vq E Q, X(q, 4 = 6, 
VqeQ, fEX*, XEX, %9 xf 1 = Yq, xl * wq9 4, f) 
with the convention that 0.g = g.0 = 0.0 = 0 for all g E Y*. 
The mapping yB is then given by 
ra(f> = Yqo ,f) for all f. 
By definition a mapping of X* into Y* u {0} is said to be sequential iff there exists 
a gsm ~2 such that y = ‘yp . 
Now consider an infinite word u E Xw. Three cases have to be considered 
-If there exists an 71 E P such that y(u[rz]) = 0 then, for all ?t’ >, n, y(u[n’]) = 0. 
-The sequence y(u[n]) is stationary. 
-The sequence y(u[n]) is increasing with 1 y(lr[n])I + co. 
If we just wish to respect continuity we are lead to define 
Y(U) = 0 in the first case, 
Y(U) = SuP{Y(~M)] 
in the two other cases with, in the second case, the fact that y(u) is a finite word. 
We shall see later that letting Y(U) belong to X* for some u E Xw prevents some im- 
portant properties from being true. 
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The best way to avoid that is to restrict ourselves to the consideration of faithful 
sequential mappings. 
DEFINITION 7. The sequential mapping y is faithful iff 
Vg E Y* card{fE X* 1 r(f) = g} is finite. 
LEMMA 8. Let y be a sequential mapping. 
For all u E Xw, y(u) # 0 s- y(u) E Y” 13 y is faithful. 
Proof. Suppose, Vn E P, r(u[n]) # 0 and Sup r(u[n]) E Y*. Then there exists an 
NE P such that, Vn > IV, r(u[n]) = Sup r(u[rz]) and thus card{f E X* 1 y(f) = 
Sup r(u[n])} is infinite. 
Conversely suppose there exists some g E Y* such that card{f E X* 1 r(f) = g> is 
infinite. A straightforward use of Koenig’s lemma gives an infinite word u such that 
r(u[rz]) = g for all sufficiently large n where y(u) = g which contradicts the condition 
y(u) E Yw. l 
Let us now prove the important properties of sequential mappings thus extended. 
PROPERTY 9. If y is a faithful sequential mapping of X* into Y* then for all L C X* 
y(Adh(L)) = Adh(y(L)). 
Proof. Suppose u E y(Adh(L)). F or some w E Adh(L) u = r(a) and thus 
u = lim{r(o[~])}. 
Then Vp E P 3.z E P : u[ p] < y(w[n]) which implies FG(u) C y(FG(v)). But w E Adh(L) =E- 
FG(w) C FG(L). S ince y is sequential y(FG(L)) C FG(y(L)) whence FG(u) C y(FG(w)) C 
y(FG(L)) C FG(y(L)) and this implies u E Adh(r(L)). C onversely let u belong to Adh(r(L)): 
then 
V?lEP 30, EL : u[?z] < y(w,). 
By an obvious remark on sequential mappings 
Vn E P 3fn E X*, x, E X : fnxn < 0, , 44 < y(fnXn) and y(fd < 43 
Thus for all n E P the set 
En = {fx eFG(L) I f E X*, x E X, u[ul < y(fx), r(f) < u[n]> 
is nonempty. 
The faithfulness of y implies that E, is finite and that UneP E, is infinite. Clearly for 
all n E P, g E E,+1 there exists f E E,, such that f < g. 
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Applying Koenig’s lemma we obtain an infinite increasing sequence {g,} such that 
g, E En and I g, Lm - co. The limit ZI = lim{g,} is such that y(w) = u and r~ E 
Adh(L). 1 
Remarks. (1) The following example shows that Property 9 does not hold if y is not 
faithful: 
Take L = {U%V j n, p E P}. Consider the morphism v: {a, b, c}* + (6, c}* defined 
by 
p)(a) = E> ?J(b) = 6, q(c) = c. 
We have Adh(L) = {am} u {unbncw 1 n E P} 
v(Adh(L)) = {e> u {b’? 1 12 E P}, 
Adh(v(L)) = Adh{bV 1 rz, p E P} = (bw} u {b’W 1 n E P>. 
(2) Let us say that the mapping y: X* + Y* u (O} is faithful on L, for L C X* iff 
Vg E Y* card{fE L / r(f) = g} is finite. 
The proof we gave of Property 9 also proves the stronger result: 
PROPERTY 10. If the sequential mapping y: X* -+ Y* U (0) is faithful on FG(L) then 
r(Adh(L)) = Adh(r(L)). 
Examples of Faithful Sequential Mappings 
The two following examples will play an important role in the sequel 
(1) Let KC X* be a rational language such that K = FG(K). Such a language 
can be recognized by a finite automaton in which all states but the sink states are final 
states. 
Define the mapping IK: X* -+ X* U (0) by 
IAf) = f if fEK, 
IK(f) = 0 if f$K. 
According to our definition, LK(zl) = u iff u[n] E K for all n E P. That is 
IK(U) = u if u E Adh(K), 
In other words 
IK(U) = 0 if u $ Adh(K). 
LEMMA 9. For every rational language KC X* such that K = FG(K) the mapping 
IK: Xm + X” u (0) defined by 
I&) = ff if LY E cl(K), 
IK(oI) = 0 if 01 c$ cl(K). 
is a faithful sequential mapping. 
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We have a reverse property. 
LEMMA 10. Let B = Adh(K) be a rational adherence. Then there exists a faithful 
sequential mapping y such that, for all A C X0, A n B = y(A). 
Proof. It suffices to take y = IH where H = FG(K). 1 
(2) An other important faithful sequential mapping is the following. Denote D, 
the Dyck set on n letters x1 , xa ,..., x, a grammar of which is 
i-n 
Consider D, on the alphabet {a, b} a grammar of which is 
It is well known that D, = p-l(D,), where v is the morphism of {x1 ,..., x,}* into {a, b)* 
given by 
I = abi-la, 
q(C) = z&i*-iii. 
The special from of the morphism v allows us to describe 9-l as a sequential mapping. 
We take a set of 2n + 2 states {Q,, , or ,..., q,, , qS , & ,..., qnn) and define the transition 
and output functions h and 6 by 
Go 2 a> = q1 , Yqo 9 4 = !71 , 
S(q, , a> = E, %I0 Y q = c. 
For all i = l,..., n - 1, 
Yq, > 4 = qi+l > 
S(qi , b) = E, 
%i , 4 = q. 9 
Ski , a) = xi , 
4qa 3 4 = 48 3 
%,a ,b) = 0, 
a3 9 a> = 40, 
%l73 2 a) = x, , 
h maps all the pairs which do not appear in this list on q8 and 6 maps all the pairs which 
do not appear in this list on 0. The proof that r+ is the sequential mapping defined by 
the above gsm is straightforward, u 
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Let us now define inverse sequential mappings in the usual way: if y: X* -+ Ya then 
for all /I E Ym 
y-q?) = {a E X” 1 y(LY) = /I}. 
PROPERTY 11. If y is a faithful sequential mapping and A = Adh(L) then y-l(A) = 
Ad WVWN) 
Proof. Suppose u = y(w)‘), II E Adh(L). Then, for all n E P, r(w[n]) < u. Thus 
FG(v) C y-r(FG(u)) C +(FG(L)) whence w E Adh(yl(FG(L))). 
Conversely suppose for all n E P, ~[n] E y-l(FG(L)) : then r(er[n]) is an increasing of 
words in FG(L) which has a limit u E Adh(FG(L)) since y is faithful. fl 
Remark. The equality r-l(A) = Adh(+(L)) is false as shown by the example 
L = a*b, ‘p is the morphism of {a}* in (a, b}* given by v(a) = a. Then v--l(Adh(L)) = 
@(am) = aw and Adh(v-l(L)) = a. 
We now prove the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 6. For ewery algebraic adherence A these exists a faithful sequential mapping y 
such 
y(Adh(D,)) = A. 
Proof. The proof uses a slight modification of the Chomsky-Schtitzenberger theorem 
PI* 
Consider A = Adh(L) and suppose, this is no restriction, that E $L. Then take a 
grammar G generating L which is in Greibach quadratic from with all rules of one of the 
following three forms: 
(1) l* + xtjfk 7 
(4 5i --+ 4 7 
(3) is + a-. 
We number the rules from 1 to n in such a way that the rules y1 ,..., Y,~ are of the first 
form, the rules Y,~+, ,..., Y,,* are of the second form, the rules Y n,+l ,..., yn are of the third 
form. 
We consider the alphabet 2 = {zr ,..., z, , ,%I ,..., .s&} and the grammar G thus built: 
to the rule rl , 1 < I < n, we associate the rule 
fl = Ei - w%SK ; 
to the rule rl , n, + 1 ,< 1 < n2 , we associate the rule 
to the rule y1 , n2 + 2 < 1 < n, we associate the rule 
Tii: ti + .z$Tt 
The grammar G is the collection of the rules r; ,..., F*. 
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Define the morphism 9: Z* --f X* by 
(p(sJ = the first letter of the right hand member of the rule r, , 
f&) = E. 
We certainly have v(L(G, &)) = L(G, 51). 
Define then the collection of rational languages KS for i E [NJ. 
Ki = ZJ*\Z*VZ*, 
where V is a set of forbidden transitions, the same for all Ki , and 2, is a set of initial 
letters depending on i. 
We prefer to describe Zr\V as the set of all words of length r in Z 
21% 9 n1 < 1 < n, 
%%n , 1 < I < n, and the left hand member of r, is & , 
wm , n,<l<nandl <m<n,andthelefthandmemberofr,is1;, 
- 
G&n 9 1 < I < nr and the left hand member of r, is & , 
- 
~,a;, n1 < I < na and the left hand member of r,,, is & . 
The sets Zi are given by 
2, = (1 < I < n 1 the left hand member of rz is &}. 
Note that in any word in Ki there can be at most two consecutive barred letters. 
Call D, the Dyck set on the n letters z, ,..., z, . The proof that for all i E [N] 
L(C, &) = D, n Ki 
is extremely similar to the original proof of the Chomsky-Schtitzenberger theorem and 
we leave it to the reader. The main difference with the original proof is that Ki = FG(K,) 
and v is faithful on Ki . These are the two properties we now use. 
The mapping Ik, Q v is a faithful sequential mapping of D, onto L(G, fJ since 
L(G, &) = tp(L(G, &)) = (~(0, n KI). According to property 10 if we extend IKI o Q 
to infinite words we get (IK1 D p) Adh(D,) = Adh(L(G, [J) = A since we have taken 
A = Adh(L), L =L(G, 4,). 
But we have exhibited above a faithful sequential mapping y of D, onto D, so that 
Adh(D,) = y(Adh(D,)) by the same property 10. 
We obtain the result by composing y and IKI 0 I. 1 
Remark. We have proved in fact the stronger result. 
57+0/3-3 
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For every closed context-free co-language L, there exists a faithful sequential mapping 
y such that 
Y(44N = L. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Towards a theory of families of adherences: 
A way of approach to the study of algebraic languages is their classification according 
to the partial ordering. 
L dominates L’ (written L -L’) iff there exists a rational transduction T such that 
T(L) = L’. 
Intuitively (and this is supported by a number of theorems): 
L dominates L’ means that L has a richer internal structure. 
We can extend that to adherences by defining 
A dominates A’ (we write it the same way) iff there exists a faithful sequential mapping y 
such that r(A) = A’. 
And we may ask the question of whether we retrieve or not the same classification for 
adherences as for languages. 
We believe so and will try to prove it in forthcoming papers. 
An interesting conjecture in this respect is the following: 
Conjecture. Let ‘S?(L) be the rational cone generated by L, i.e., the family of all 
languages L’ such that L - L’. 
Then Adh(L) dominates all the adherences Adh(L’), L’ E W(L) iff the language FG(L) 
faithfully generates P?(L) (this meaning that for all L’ E V(L) there exists a faithful rational 
transduction 7 such that @G(L)) = L’. And in the light of this conjecture some questions 
may be raised whose answer does not seem obvious. 
Qtlestion. Does there exist a central language faithfully generating Ott, the family 
of one counter languages ? 
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